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Federal Transfer Tax Update

 Federal estate tax

 Tax on right to transfer property at death

 3 ways to avoid estate tax

 Transfer assets to qualified charity (using “charitable deduction”)

 Transfer assets to spouse (using “marital deduction”)

 Estate tax exemption 

 2018 exemption increased from $5.6M to $11.2M* (adjusted annually 

for inflation)

 Basis adjustment to assets in estate at death to FMV

 Commonly a “step-up” in basis

 Tax rate of 40%

*Estimated – IRS still has not announced exact exemption amount.  

Expected to be somewhere between $11.18M and $11.2M.
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 Federal gift tax

 Tax on gratuitous lifetime transfers of property

 2 ways to avoid gift tax

 For small annual gifts – “annual gift tax exclusion”

 2018 = $15K / donee

 For larger gifts – lifetime gift tax exemption

 2018 exemption increased from $5.6M to $11.2M* (adjusted annually 

for inflation) 

 Use reduces estate tax exemption on a $-for-$ basis

 No basis adjustment (i.e., “carry-over basis”)

 Tax rate of 40%

*Estimated – IRS still has not announced exact exemption amount.  

Expected to be somewhere between $11.18M and $11.2M.



Federal Transfer Tax Update

 Federal generation-skipping transfer (“GST”) tax 

 Tax on transfers during life or at death to person 

assigned to generation two or more below transferor

 2 ways to avoid GST tax

 For small annual gifts – “annual GST tax exclusion”

 2018 = $15K / donee

 For larger gifts – GST tax exemption

 2018 exemption increased from $5.6M to $11.2M* (adjusted annually 

for inflation)

 Tax rate of 40%

*Estimated – IRS still has not announced exact exemption amount.  

Expected to be somewhere between $11.18M and $11.2M.
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Note: As of 1/1/10, the estate and generation-skipping transfer (GST) taxes were repealed for 2010. On 12/17/10, the 2010 Act retroactively

reinstated both taxes for 2010, with a $5M exclusion / exemption for each, a top estate tax rate of 35% and a 0% GST tax rate. Taxpayers

given choice to have estate tax apply and receive basis adjustment, or not apply and have carry-over basis.
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Federal Transfer Tax Update

 Inflation adjustments

 For tax years beginning after 2018, inflation adjustments 

based on “Chained Consumer Price Index for All Urban 

Consumers” (CCPI-U)

 “Chained” CPI adjustments is new methodology that is 

expected to slow rate of increases in exemptions

 Base year set at 2016



Federal Transfer Tax Update

 Portability

 Allows a deceased spouse’s unused estate tax 

exemption to be allocated to surviving spouse for 

possible use at surviving spouse’s subsequent death  

 Retained in new tax law

 Only applies to estate tax exemption…not GST tax 

exemption
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 Sunset

 Increased transfer tax exemptions set to expire on 

December 31, 2025

 On January 1, 2026, exemptions will revert to $5M per 

person, as indexed for inflation since 2011

 Estimated to be $6.3M exemption if 1.5% inflation rates exist 

between now and 2026

 Sunset generates great uncertainty and hesitancy to 

make significant changes to planning approaches



Federal Transfer Tax Update

 “Clawback”

 Refers to concern about tax risk where someone uses 

higher gift tax exemption to make large gift and then 

dies when estate tax exemption has reverted to lower 

amount (e.g., due to sunset of 2017 Tax Act)

 Example:  

Client makes $11M gift to children when gift tax exemption is 

$11.2M.  Client dies 10 years later when estate tax exemption 

has reverted to $5.6M.  

Does IRS assess estate tax on “excess” gift of $5.4M made 

when law allowed for larger gift?



Federal Transfer Tax Update

 Clawback

 2017 Tax Act directs that regulations be implemented to 

prevent additional exemption used from being "clawed 

back" at death, even if increase in exemption sunsets

 Despite 2017 Tax Act language, some commentators 

expressing concern that uncertainly remains about 

potential of clawback



Estate Planning In 2018

 Estate tax planning becoming less relevant for 

even larger portion of population

 Fewer estate tax returns will be filed and far less estate 

tax will be paid

 Historical context:

- Sources

- Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income 

Division. “SOI Tax Stats - Estate Tax Year of Death Tables.”

- Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center.

Federal Estate Tax Returns

2001 2016 2017*

Estate Tax Returns 109,600 12,411 11,300

Taxable Returns 50,500 5,219 5,500

Estate Tax Liability $23.74B $18.3B $19.95B

* = Projected



Estate Planning In 2018

 Putting the previous $5.49M exemption from 

2017 in perspective

 For 2017, it was projected that:

 2.7M people would die

 1 in 237 would file estate tax return

 1 in 487 would pay estate tax

 So…0.2% of population would actually pay estate tax
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 With $11.2M exemptions:

 Joint Committee on Taxation (“JCT”) estimates: 

 Between 2018-2023, there will be 4,600-5,100 estate tax returns 

filed

 1,800-1,900 of them will pay tax

 If we assume 2.7 million people die in 2018:

 Estimated 850 will file estate tax return

 Estimated 317 will pay tax

 So…0.01%  of population would actually pay estate tax

 Equivalent to a 95% reduction of the tax base!



Estate Planning In 2018

 “Silver Tsunami”

 Metaphor used to describe population aging

 We are on leading edge of biggest wealth transfer in 

history from one generation to next

 How large is the wealth transfer wave?

 Generally estimated that $30T will transfer over the next 

30-40 years

 Deloitte estimated in 2015 that $24T will transfer in next 

15 years
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 JCT estimates IRS will collect $68.7B less in 

estate, gift, and GST tax from 2018-2025

 Query:  Is that an accurate estimate given the vast amount of 

wealth held by the aging population?

 Query: Does that take into account the amount of wealth that 

sophisticated advisors will help clients transfer tax free?
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 Increased emphasis on income tax planning and 

capital gains tax planning

 For large estates, grantor trusts for income tax planning

 What is a grantor trust?

 Most commonly used to refer to trust where the “grantor” (i.e., creator 

of the trust) is responsible for paying income tax on trust’s income

 Created if certain provisions are included that trigger the grantor trust 

tax code sections (IRC §§ 670-679)

 Why is this important?

 If grantor trust, then grantor is treated as owner of trust assets for 

income tax purposes, the trust is disregarded as a separate tax entity, 

and all income is taxed to the grantor



Estate Planning In 2018

 Increased emphasis on income tax planning and 

capital gains tax planning

 For large estates, grantor trusts for income tax planning

 Why is grantor trust status advantageous?

 Grantor’s payment of income taxes further minimizes grantor’s estate 

tax liability and maximizes the value of the gift to the recipient

 Grantor’s payment of income taxes is not considered an additional 

“gift” for gift tax purposes

 “Intentionally Defective Grantor Trust” (IDGT)

 Irrevocable trust designed to leverage ability to transfer wealth by 

passing future income / appreciation of assets to younger generations

 Initially set up as “grantor trust”

 Usually set up as a dynasty trust
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 Increased emphasis on income tax planning and 

capital gains tax planning

 “Upstream” planning 

 Planning designed to get stepped-up basis on assets by 

purposefully including them in estates of ancestors

 Direct outright gifts to ancestors 

 Plan have gifted assets included in estate of ancestor with them being 

inherited by original donor with stepped-up basis following death of 

ancestor

 BE CAREFUL!!! – be mindful of risk of creditors, health care costs, 

new spouses, influence of other children on ancestor’s estate 

planning, etc.



Estate Planning In 2018

 Increased emphasis on income tax planning and 

capital gains tax planning

 “Upstream” planning 

 Planning designed to get stepped-up basis on assets by 

purposefully including them in estates of ancestors

 Transfers to ancestors in specially-designed trusts

 Plan to have transferred assets included in estate of ancestor through 

a trust with a “testamentary general power of appointment” and 

returned to donor with stepped-up basis following death of ancestor

 Use narrowly-crafted testamentary general power of appointment to 

minimize risk 

 Use “formula” testamentary general power of appointment



Estate Planning In 2018

 Increased emphasis on planning for “creditors 

and predators” (a/k/a - asset protection planning)

 We live in a multi-marriage society

 Divorce rate = 50% (based on first and subsequent marriages)

 Planning for blended families on the rise

 Fears of surviving spouse remarriage increasingly voiced

 We are living in a litigious society

 2010 New York Times story by Paul Rubin stated that: 

 US is most litigious society in the world

 Spend 2.2% of GDP, roughly $310B/yr, or about $1,000/person on tort 
litigation (half goes to legal fees)
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 Asset protection planning

 Prenups becoming more common

 “QTIP” trust planning on the rise 

 Marital trust for surviving spouses

 Very common planning technique in second marriages 

 Ensure assets are available to surviving spouse but pass to 

decedent’s heirs following surviving spouse’s death

 Being used much more commonly in first marriages now
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 Asset protection planning

 “Beneficiary-controlled trusts” increasingly common
 Beneficiary has lifetime trust for inheritance instead of outright distribution

 Beneficiary can elect to serve as sole trustee

 Beneficiary (as Trustee) can make distributions to self (as beneficiary) for 
health, education, maintenance and support (“HEMS” standard)

 Beneficiary can have 5% annual withdrawal right over principal

 Beneficiary can have ability to direct disposition of trust assets at death 

 Avoids estate tax at Child’s death (if exempt from GST tax)

 Assuming HEMS standard and max of 5% annual withdrawal right over principal

 Trust is protected from Child’s creditors – both third party creditors and 
“related” creditors (i.e., serves as “stealth prenup”)

 Under Nebraska law, beneficiary serving as sole trustee does not impair 
creditor protection
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 State death tax planning continues to be relevant 

in certain states 

 13 states have separate estate tax (CT, DC, HI, IL, MA, 

MD, ME, MN, NY, OR, RI, VT, WA)

 6 states have inheritance tax (IA, KY, MD, NE, NJ, PA)

 1 state has both estate tax and inheritance tax (MD)
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 Trusts and estates litigation on the rise

 Anecdotal at this point

 Confluence of factors causing increase:

 Aging population

 Blended families

 Lack of quality planning

 Amount of wealth being transferred

 Litigious society

 High profile / celebrity deaths and coverage of disputes (Anna 

Nicole Smith, Prince, James Brown, Robin Williams)

 Locally – land values, lack of quality planning in rural areas 

associated with farm succession
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 Diminished need for liquidity planning

 Reduced need for life insurance intended to help 

provide liquidity for estate tax bill

 Reduced need for Irrevocable Life Insurance Trusts 

 Or, at a minimum, clients can delay decision to implement ILITs

until uncertainty associated with 2017 Tax Act sunset is resolved

 Be mindful of 3-year lookback (IRC § 2035) on transfer of policy 

into ILIT 
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 Exit planning for business owners 

 Baby-boomers are beginning to departing their 
businesses en masse

 Most business owners are woefully unprepared

 2017 Business Enterprise Institute report finds:

 79% of business owners plan to exit in next 10 years

 75% would exit today if financial security was assured

 80% believe successful exit will result from planning

 Yet…

 Only 17% have created a written exit plan

 38% have not taken any steps to plan their exit
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 Exit planning for business owners 

 Transfers to insiders (family members/key employees)

 Business succession planning 

 Financial planning for funding the transition

 Transfers to third-party buyers

 M&A market is white-hot due (i) lack of inventory, and (ii) massive 
cash reserves held by private equity groups, strategic buyers and 
family offices that needs ti be deployed

 Provides tremendous pre-transaction wealth transfer planning 
opportunities

 Transfers to ESOPs

 Offers tax benefits and preserves communities
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 For high net worth / ultra-high net worth clients:

 2017 Tax Act offers incredible opportunities to pass 

wealth free of tax

 Will continue / accelerate wealth transfer planning 

already started

 Dynasty trust IDGTs (and sale to IDGT technique)

 Continued discounting of closely-held stock with repeal of 

proposed IRC 2704 regs

 Basis planning and asset protection planning

 May see increase in wealth transfer planning just prior to 

sunset of 2017 Tax Act to utilize increased exemptions
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 Clients should review and update estate plans

 All plans are customized, so generalizations about 

impact of 2017 Act for individual client estate plans are 

dangerous

 May allow clients to simplify planning

 I still seeing clients with combined net worth of <$5M that have 

really dated estate plans that have “A-B trust” structures (a/k/a 

“marital deduction” trust structures)

 Almost always convert into simpler plans

 BUT…with sunset, clients need to be thoughtful about 

future tax laws
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Questions?
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